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LIMITATIONS
OF HUMAN
LANGUAGE

volve or indicate by
sociation rather than to express
RECTLY.

DI-

EXPLICIT:
I believe this is more “back to the
subject” of the Journal than at first it
might seem. If we cannot come into
“communication”
in meaningful
understanding then we are never going to
understand
one another
enough
to
function as a unit in intent. This is obviously the intended thrust of our adversaries, be they dupes of, or full
participants with the anti-Divine
God
of Holy Spirit. Herein is good example of needing TOTAL definition of a
“term”. It matters not that which the
term IS nor what it means--AS LONG
AS ALL IN COMMUNICATION
UNDERSTAND
EXPLICITLY
THE
MEANING AS WE USE IT. This is
the thrust of the anti-Lighted Spirit--to
cause themselves to have one explicit
definition for “their” use, of a given
term--while
all others are moving
along under another and usually opposite definitive use of the same term.
For instance, when we refer, say, to
the Great Spirit--we will be referring
to God, Lighted God, Holy God,
Truth, Wakan Tanka,
Great White
(lighted) Spirit, etc.
If we refer to
“Sananda” , we are referring to a label
of achieved perfection
which allows
experiences
as/within
God
from
Christed experience, i.e. Pale Prophet,
Esu, Isa, Iisa, Standing Bear, Jesus,
the Nazarean etc., etc., and allows us
to stop repeating so much to come into
intended communication.
We MUST cease ever working from
“IMPLICIT”
always
utilize
and
“EXPLICITNESS”.
IMPLICIT:
implied;
assumption;
capable of being understood from something else though unexpressed;
to in-
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MUTUAL

UNDERSTANDING

Communication
r must
begin
with
something mutually understood.
The
shared universe of tangible realities is
something apparently perceived by all
living organisms.
Inborn value judgments, that sort out and give meaning
to the tangible realities, well up in
each individual.
In combination,
the
tangible realities and the inborn value
judgments constitute the universal language of Nature and/or whatever comprehensive
creative intelligence
may
coexist with, or be an inseparable part
of, Nature.
Humans create
In the
Western World, word languages often
distinguish
between body and soul,
and people speak of “Nature and Nature’s God”.
Among peoples of both
East
and West
there
is also a
widespread
thought
pattern,
called
pantheism,
which views Nature and
Nature’s God as one.
Using phrases
from both thought
patterns
indiscriminately,
without
addressing
the
difference
between
them, we must
learn to focus on something that goes
beyond usual thought patterns lest we
never achieve discernment of manipulation of these patterns to deceive and
mislead.
All

languages

that have been cre;

ated, or can be created, by humans are
crude, confusing
substitutes
for the
language
Nature or Nature’s God.
Any assertion that Nature’s God ever
used crude, confusing human words to
speak to humans could only come from

Even between humans, no communication
can be accepted as
complete and final.
No perceptive
person can accept any social agreement
which fails to recognize that there may
be occasions
when word communications are not adequate, when the language of Nature or Nature’s
God
(involving value judgments,
force and
will) must be chosen.
Humans speak the language of Nature
and Nature’s God when they modify
tangible realities and when they create
This must,
in our uncultures.
derstanding
of misled mupitudes
as
with assumed labeling of the Khazar
(as example),
focus on “cultures”
great extent to bring understpnding
of
the processes involved.
are will-actions
that se“Cultures”
influence
organic
lectively
things are
to survive, or
to survive.
The culture of
corn involves making conditions favorable for the growth of corn and destroying other organic things that interfere with the growth.
has
created cultures of corn, beans, tulips,
pigs, goats, sheep, milk cows, beef
cows, work horses, race horses and so
on.

However, there are two cultures that
historians
pointing out
and discussing either through !ack of
understanding
or deliberately avoiding
#5

for one purpose or another.
Both are
human cultures of humans.
These two
human cultures of humans are the basic
subject of this writing.
PRIMITIVE

CULTURE

The first, or most primitive,
human
culture of humans had already begun
when people were still in the hunting
and food gathering stage. This primitive culture is still actively promoted.
It vitally concerns you because it OPPOSES the manifest long range direction of Nature and Nature’s God. Nature’s long range direction, extending
from single cells to humans, selects the
most perceptive
and most competent
for survival.
The primitive
culture
does the reverse.
Falsely used human
words are its implements!
This first human culture of humans began when those who were too incompetent to be leaders
stumbled
upon the
idea that they could

It was all one culture but the imaginary
leader was presented in various guises.
The “ghost” of a dead leader, who had
been widely respected, may have been
the first invention.
At the time of first
recorded history a mone “god” or an
invisible “god”, purportedly supplying
the
that the spokesmen
wanted for
was the invention most common in the
Western World.
When a “spokesman” had built up a
group of those who were easy to confuse and deceive, he used the manipulated
to destroy
who
perceived and opposed the falsity he
had built with words. By manipulating
force he could destroy
who were more perceptive,
more honest, and more competent than
Assistants,
called “priests”,
who would carry on the falsity built by
words, were selected to help develop
and preserve clever methods for promoting this culture.
The object was to breed great masses
of people who were easy to manipulate. As purported spokesmen for the
imaginary
leader,
the
priests
“authorized”
sexual relations
among
those who were servile and stupid
enough to accept their word-created
falsity.
They used the manipulated

group to
off the strong, proud,
competent, perceptive individuals who
rejected what, in a word invented by
the
manipulators,
was
called
They sought to prevent
“unauthorized”
sexual
relations
by
those who rejected the “authority” they
had arrogated to themselves.
At the time of the first events
have recorded, a substantial
portion of the human species had obviously been bred by this culture that
opposed Nature. Most humans had already degenerated
into manipulated
masses.
Word historians
do not usually say
“degenerated
into
manipulated
masses”.
To designate this condition
they use some such praise-giving
phrase as “humans had created civiLike the priests,
many
lizations”.
“historians” use words that cloud perception of tangible realities.
The only dependable
history is that
whose words are tangible realities.
It
is clear, precise, emphatic,
easy to
read AND
Humans
would do well to read the comment it
makes regarding living organisms that
the evolpltionary direction set
by Nature, as humans do who continue
this primitive culture.
Looking at this language, you find that
lemmings,
sheep,
and some other
mammals develop conspicuous
groupings.
However,
no other
have gone as far toward evolving into
as have humans.
Humans have now reached a stage that
makes survival of individuals detached
from a mass virtually
impossible.
Manipulated masses claim every square
foot of living space on earth and demand that every individual
identify
with one of the manipulated masses.

odors what
at first
recorded history had come very close
to doing with words--and what the
whose evolutionary regression is actively promoted by
mass manipulators,
is now dangerously
close to “accomplishing ”.
Dharma allow a lunch break please,
for this added to the prior writing is
sufficiently long.
Then we shall look
at the corrective culture and better perceive that which must be carefully
considered at this point in history of
experience.
Thank you.
I shall just
stand aside.
Hatonn

to clear.
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CORRECTIVE

Despite massive efforts to destroy it,
there is still a record (severely mutilated and tattered) that at the time of
the first recorded history, one people
had recognized
what was happening
within the human species and had done
something about it. Realizing that the
condition had gone too far to simply
re-educate those who had been selectively
for lack of perception, the
perceptive
people
segregated
themselves from the others.
These people, the Northern Europeans,
who defended
their segregation
by
maintaining
a no-man’s
land around
themselves,
established a culture that
was diametrically
opposed to the longstanding primitive one.

a
a
a
a

Although no other mammals have gone
as far as humans, some insects--ants,
termites, and some species of bees-have followed this direction taken by
humans, and have gone still further,
they have reached the
Will you do the same?
These
long
ties
cells
The
ues
will.

insects have opposed Nature’s
direction.
They have
from autonomous
sexual entito the functional
role of single
in an asexual group organism.
is all that continto function as an entity having
These insects have done with sex

2

CULTURE

a
ago

Nature’s God does not speak the crude
language of humans.
However humans can speak the language of NaCulture is a statement
ture’s God.
made in that Lnguage.
Culture deals
selectively in birth and death.
When
created
manipulators
unscrupulous
human culture of humans, they
the direction set by
Nature’s God in the language of Nature. The
culture was a deliberate, clear, positive, unequivocal,

explict opposition to the primitive antiNature culture.
The two cultures are
eternally incompatible.
The corrective human culture of humans was based upon agreements between a group of perceptive
individuals that would curtail the manipulative
of the unperceptive
and would
manipulators.
It
seemed good enough at that point.
The new culture of the segregated
northern
Europeans
dealt with both
factors that make an effective culture-birth and death.
The basic ideas and
actions of the corrective culture were
two very simple ones.
an
A perceptive woman could be
expected to choose her sexual mate
with perception and give birth to perceptive children.
Therefore, opposing
the breeding
methods of mass manipulators--of
manipulators
who arrogated
to themselves
the role of
“authorizing” sexual relations and forbidding sexual relations they had not
“authorized’‘--the
Northern Europeans
agreed that a woman’s choice of a man
by whom she would bear children
would be
hers--as an
The agreement was that no
man could have sexual relations with
her by force or coercion, and she need
defer to no individual
or group approval when choosing her children’s
father. The perceptive people reasoned
that no one should have any word-invented “authority” over the intangible
portion of Nature and Nature’s God
within
an individual,
because
an
individual’s value judgments are made
by the God within.
The social agreement, that would not allow interference with the highly important value
judgment
of each individual
woman
regarding who should be the father of
her children, effectively meant that the
people looked upon each woman as a
goddess.
an
Curtailing the use of
manipulated masses against individuals
was the cultural action that fell to men.
Unscrupulous
demagogues
were
out
by
making
formal,
socially
approved
one-to-one
“fair
fight”
combat
the prerogative
of every
individual.
There was
of formal individual
combat
and
of all groups
that tried to impose “group will” on
individuals.
There was concerted

group action against individuals
only
within the limited range to which
had agreed.
Outside that
austerely
limited
range
every
individual
could demand one-to-one
single combat and full social approval
would uphold the demand.
This culture, speaking Nature’s language of birth and death, effectively
reversed the primitive culture that had
bred for unperceptive
zombi-like humans, and bred for the unscrupulous
demagogs
who manipulated
zombis
with words (oops, where are you
now?)
The new culture, that
and
again proclaimed
all
individuals
equally
sovereign, as Nature had always done
before the primitive culture, actually
accelerated the direction of Nature’s
selection.
At the beginning of recorded history,
the new culture had already bred the
segregated Northern Europeans into a
people significantly
distinct from those
around them. They cherished that difference.
Any manipulated
mass, that
tried to breach their protective
noman’s land and re-absorb them, was
recognized as a potential
The evolving group entity was
called a “dragon-.
The feats of great
heroes
who became
dragon-slayers
were memorialized
in story and song.
But here you can see where the term
“dragon” and “dragon beast” came into
importance.
THE

CHOICE

Let us refer to these two opposing human cultures of humans by the descriptive terms: The culture of manipulated
masses and the culture
of
individual sovereignty.
Backing away from both for a look no
more long-ranged
than “What kind of
people do I want to associate with?”
the choice focuses on the individuals
who are products of the two cultures:
1) The culture of manipulated masses
breeds for lack of perception and/or
deliberate
falsity,
coupled
with a
strong instinctual affinity for the kind
of deception
that makes a clever
manipulator,
and 2) The culture of individual sovereignty breeds in perception and integrity, and breeds out manipulators.

When manipulated
masses take on irreversible dominance over individuals
the
become the only
that continue to have effective will.
These masses
function
as
individuals
function
as
organisms;
their component
cells; evolution
is
thereby turned back six hundred million years or more.
selective
survival is transferred from the component individuals
to the new
. ETERNAL
MASS WARFARE
BETWEEN
THE
NEW
ORGANISMS
IS THE INEVITABLE
RESULT.
When individuals
remain sovereign,
Nature’s focus remains on individuals.
Nature’s selective survival continues to
apply to human individuals and there is
no regression.
The field is open for
further development.
Looking at the
long range direction manifest by Nature, the human species remains in the
forefront of all organic evolution as it
was prior to the first primitive human
culture.
Social approval of individual
sovereignty
is social approval of nature’s morality.

And herein is an opportunity to pause and consider the response
to this question
as you see it in
perspective of our writings and the unfoldment of “secrets” kept from you.
,
THE FIELD FOR
CUmURAL
CONFLICT
‘
Leaving generalized
descriptions
and
turning to the actual conflict between
the
of these two cultures, we
recognize that the mass manipulators
now have control of most govemments, of the media, and of the school
systems.
They overwhelm
everyone
with their confusing version of history.
However, enough mutilated historical
fragments still exist so that the significant story can be somewhat pieced together--even w,ithout my scanners.
The significant battle between the people of the two cultures has taken place,
and continues to take place, in Europe,
in the Mediterranean
area, and in the
Western hemisphere--where
there has
been total infiltration
and integration

within the organisms.

Western
between

The people .of the -Orient have been affected by the dominant culture of manipulated masses as it now exists in the
Western World, but they have never
been involved in the
between
the two cultures as have other people,
although
it is coming
into manifestation currently.
Speaking of the
Oriental people in general, they are not
even aware that it now exists or ever
did exist although
the seepage
is
showing up more and more. Certainly
they can see little evidence that any
culture now exists in the West other
than
the
culture
of
manipulated
masses.
There is the same non-awareness
of the
cultural conflict by the people of Russia although some astute people are
sticking their heads up and beginning
to smell the coffee burning.
Russia is
an area of biologically
mixed people
that stands between the East and West.
The area has been heavily impacted by
the Khazarian shroud of word twisters
and as a government,
the USSR conspicuously implements
the culture of
The precise form
of the current Russian culture came
from the same source, and constitutes
the same virulent danger to the human
species as that which forms one side of
the current battle in the West.
This
especially virulent form came to the
Russian people in two waves, the first
beginning about the tenth century and
the second early in the twentieth century. There had never been a substantial culture of individual sovereignty in
the area, so neither wave met any effective native resistance.
Both the Orientals and the Russians
continue to
toward individual sovereignty within them, but
they have no consicious memories of
individual
sovereignty--as
Since the Western Americans have experienced individual
sovereignty
it is
hard to have realization
that you no
longer have it.
This is because the
word manipulators
have pulled some
heinous tricks on you and you live under a shroud of “their” deception and
illusion.
The battle between the advocates of
two cultures has existed exclusively
the Western World.
It was in
Western World that the culture
individual
sovereignty
came into
ing. It is here that some conscious
vocates of it now remain.
It is in

the
in
the
of
beadthe

World

that a decisive

battle

The Western World still has a high
percentage of people bred for individual sovereignty.
However,
it

And,
unfortunate as it is for the only visible
hope, many who were bred for individual sovereignty have now been so
confused by words that they fail to see
that the conflict is between the advocates of the two cultures.
When they
say that they will “just wait to see what
will happen” before they decide to act,
they fail to recognize that they are not
“just leaving things to Nature”.
Human cultures have been injected into
natural selection.
The conflict is taking place by
are
leaving everything to their
A veil of human words now
-*
clouds the perception
of many who
were bred for perception.
CLOUDS
FIELD
A

OBSCURING
THE
OF CONFLICT

confused

subject called
serves to obscure the significant conflict between the advocates
of the two cultures.
It detracts attention from human beings by focusing on
Also
its
manufactured
gadgets.
spokesmen
falsify
human
history.
They use manufactured
gadgets as the
measure
of civilization
and teach
American
school children
that two
thousand years ago the Northern Europeans were “barbarians ” .
On the contrary,
archeological
excavations indicate that Europe was the
area where the world’s earliest finely
manufactured
articles were developed.
You can only imagine at the exact
historical reasons causing the Northern
to abandon
man-made
Europeans
things and return to natural things as
their criteria of value and we will not
hang up on that point herein for it is a
distraction
for the focus point.
The
verbal history, or “mythology”,
that
would tell the story on your placement
has been systematically
destroyed or
totally twisted.
You only know that
about 60 B.C., when Julius Caesar was
writing about the Northern Europeans,
the described
culture
of individual
sovereignty
had existed among them
for untold centuries.
The cultural core

that selectively
bred for individual
sovereignty
was effectively protected
by the no-man’s land that Caesar was
trying to penetrate.
It allowed only
one-way passage.
The Northern Europeans could go out but they allowed
no one to come in. They were protecting their segregated culture.
They
recognized
that, as individuals
consciously upholding
the sovereignty of
individuals,
they were fighting
that they called
“dragons ” . However, the people outside viewed the conflict as merely the
usual mass warfare, which is an essential part of their culture.
The earliest records you will be able to
find regarding the conflict between two
peoples
was
that which showed up between the
early Babylonians and the people occupying the Iranian plateau.
Only a
“color” of their conflict remains in
recorded history, and you cannot be
sure whether or not the division between the peoples existed because individual
sovereignty
people
were
spreading from a Northern European
cultural core, or whether Iran
Babylonia was the original area of division. To more fully comprehend this
circumstance
we must look more
deeply into the Khazars by whatever
name they called themselves,
and we
will do so as we get a bit more foundation herein with which to work.
To get a clear view of the two cultures
you have to look for a discernible division between peoples advocating
the
Otherwise
you
opposing
cultures.
look at cultural garbage. ’ The two
diametrically
opposed cultures cannot
be mixed among one people.
There
are only two directions that a human
culture of humans can go--with Nature’s overall direction or against it.
It appears ricidulous to make the obvious statement that nothing can at the
same time go in two opposing directions.
Such a statement now becomes
necessary with regard to cultures because there are many who call the present enforced mixings of peoples trying to go in opposing direction,
“the
richness achived by mixing cultures”.
That sort of misuse of words prepares
for manipulation
by promoting confusion--and who is the master of confusion?
Fragments
of
that
have been broken by mixing peoples
from opposing
cultures,
may have
facets that dazzle, like fragments of

broken glass in a kaleidoscope.
But
when a culture is viewed as a culture,
it is an
Natural selection
deals only in birth and death. Cultures
created by human will are dealing in
birth and death. The flesh and blood
people that
has selected for
survival are the “richness
achieved” by injecting
cultures
into natural selection.
Conscious mass
manipulators
willfully
promote
the
confusion that obscures perception of
this.
We seek to penetrate the obscuring cloud.
We know of areas where, in historical
times, there have been mixings of people bred for individual sovereignty and
those bred for mass manipulation.
However the resultant conflict arising
from the opposing cultural directions
has not been perceptively
analyzed in
widely promoted histories.
Spengler,
who may well be the most competent
of widely known historians,
even applies the term “culture” to the mixings.
Honor ones who passed Earth’s way
and projected
some intelligent
reasoning and understanding
into historical data.
Facts indicate that people bred for individual sovereignty moved into India
where they were greatly outnumbered
by those long bred by the primitive
culture.
They were overwhelmed
by
sheer numbers.
They could not establish their own culture. They could not
act. They talked.
This began before
recorded history.
They are still talking.
The conflict between cultures
cannot be settled by words.
Another mixing of peoples bred by the
opposing cultures came when those
from the cultural core of individual
sovereignty
moved in on the opposingly bred people of Greece.
An attempted division between the peoples
continued for several centuries by arbitrarily dividing
them into “citizens”
and “slaves”.
Obviously
that attempted division,
when the people
were thoroughly mixed in daily contact, could not work. It did not. The
attempts to create a “scientific state”,
where the two cultural thought patterns
could be “rationally” combined, ended
in the destruction of what is called the
“golden
age of Greece”.
Rashly
building an empire that would teach
“the science of government”
to the
people around the Mediterranean,
who
had been bred for mass manipulation,
the Greeks created a
civiliza-

born of mixed cultures that was
like a fruit ripe for picking.
Some of
the more stalwart and dominant energies (teachers) of the Greek era have
continued
in many forms to bring
understanding,
wisdom
and insight
into the mechanism--some
of you continue in frustration
and repeated attempts to awaken the masses at this
very day in time.
The Remans, who had fully accepted
the culture of mass manipulation,
and
who had sufficient military power to
take over a people confused by a mixture of two opposing cultures, took
over the Greek people and the Greek
empire.
Most historians shed copious
tears over this fact but show little perception of what was actually
happening.
Histories,
that are written by those
“educated” for the culture of manipulated masses, present mass warfare
(an activity of no living things but humans and regressive insects) as a natural phenomenon.
Their histories are
nothing
but studies
of mass manipulators and the battle leaders acting
mass
under
“authority”
of
the
manipulators.
Their histories imply
that no culture other than the culture of
manipulated
masses ever existed or
ever could exist. Accepting this primitive culture as “human nature”, they
remove the word “culture” from its
application
to the human
species.
They
twist the
to mean

the conflicting
cultures.

directions

Human

They ignore
set by human

cultures, a specialized use of
are no more visible than
the wind but, like the wind, their effects are visible.
Most of your historians describe only the effects; they
fail to point out or even perceive the
opposing cultures during the time that
the Greek and Roman Empires dominated the Mediterranean
area. Careful
examination
of this time and place,
that identifies the beginning of the m
a
cultural conflict, is vitally important to the fate of the
species--a fate that will be determined
by which of the two cultures eventually dominates.
Mostly these two diabolically
opposed cultures are either
missed or totally ignored.
Those of
you in the third perspective
can see
how it is but are basically at a loss as
how to proceed to bring about massive
1
.

5

change.
These two cultural directions
might
well be like the meeting of two winds-as winds of opposing directions meet
to form a devastating storm.
Well,
then came along
one--again--as
a
Christed being (the one you called Jesus at the given sequence of time progression) and He became significantly
placed in the “eye of the storm”.
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From known history,
the significant
fragments must be sifted out and put
into a meaningful
order, if we are to
make sense of what is now happening
to the human species.
The cultural
storm system cannot be viewed as a
whole without giving attention to “the
eye of the storm”. I make no comment
regarding
rationale or differences
in
spiritual aspects regarding this particular “being” but do give undivided attention to the circumstance
and that
which ensued.
You have had historians who acknowledge
and summarize
the most common attitudes toward “the
eye of the storm” in your current area
of mixed cultures.
In one way it was stated that “Whether
for good or ill, whether fact or fiction,
the story of Jesus has had an effect-perhaps an enormous effect--in determining human destiny.
In the United
States there are two conspicuous views
of the story. One is held by those who
believe that Jesus was a “supernatural”
being, that all people in the world have
“sinned”, and that Jesus was crucified
as a sacrifice for their “sins”.
The
other is held by those who look upon
the first group as a bunch of “bomand wish the whole
again boobs”,
story had never gotten started.
Well,
I’m sure that Emmanuel
of “Jesus”
fame wishes his presence had not been
taken and made into deceit and deluof a whole
civilization--for
sion
whether or not you believe--the
mere
mythology b&omes a focus.
From time to time, obscure and perceptive writers--and
even a few who
are not so obscure, have presented a
third viewpoint.
They have taken the
view that the story of Jesus
and it
when

told absolutely
The next statement will be news to
most of you--Thomas
Jefferson presented one “straight” version in his
comments bound with the
One historian in point
is Erik Holden who carried on the
work of sifting out significant
fragments as started by John Harland.
Holden contrasts
the significance
of
the straight story with that of the one

The extracts from the Bible that were
put together by Jefferson left out the
writings of Paul (I hope herein you
will refer back
to AND
THEY
CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL
to find out the FACTS regarding Paul.
As a matter of fact, we greatly honor
Paul in this current time for he is
making every effort to rectify his
and the
twist to the story that was
325
The so-called Jefferson Bible
has been generally suppressed as is all
truth; the editions that were previously
available were couched in comments
that came close to being apologies to
Khazars (Jews) and to so-called Judaeo-Christians
for what Jefferson left
out.
Holden looks at the story
much as Jefferson did.
Inasmuch as
Jefferson was the author of the Declaration of Independence
and was also a
man who rejected institutional
Christianity, while asserting that
was a
Christian,
Holden has chosen a
highly significant starting point.
is of
vital significance
for the American
people at the present time. The current
conflict between
the culture of individual
sovereignty
and,
for that
matter,
individual
national
sovereignty,
and the culture of manipulated masses is the same that has
been going on for two thousand years.
The imposition
into Northern Europe
of what the Catholic church
Christianity
was the original
focal
point of the conflict.
The segregated Northern
Europeans,
who
so careful to preserve their
no-man’s land, were not conquered by
the armed force of any manipulated
masses from
Their enemies
slyly injected the culture of manipulated masses into Northern Europe,
and then used manipulated
masses of
the cul-

ture which
ture,

destroyed

their

own

on other Northern

culEuro-

peans.
Incredible
as it seems, two thousand
years later the same tactics are still just
as effective. The two greatest wars the
world has ever known were between
people bred by the culture of individual sovereignty
fighting others of the
same breeding.
What manipulators
call “the richness achieved by mixing
cultures” is a synthesized
drug; that
drug destroys all perception; it renders
people responsive
to suggestions
for
insane action.
HISTORICALLY
SIGNIFICANT
FACTS
The culture slyly injected into Northem Europe centuries ago remains the
focal point of the current conflict.
Many, who think it was religion that
was injected, may tend to dismiss that
statement
by saying
“religion
no
longer carries significant
weight in
practical matters”.
But to them we
must say: Hear us out.
We are not
talking about what some

The mass manipulative
of the
medieval Catholic Church was implemented by wholesale slaughter, torture
racks, and public burnings,
as one
facet of
The other was
church “authorized” marriage, church
christenings,
and church schools for
the children of those allowed to leave
progeny.
The path of that foreign
culture of mass manipulation,
as it
selectively killed some people and encouraged
the breeding
of others,
marked the sharp line of conflict with
the culture that had bred the Northern
Europeans.
Theretofore the foreign culture, in its
usual dragon form, had been recognized and successfully opposed.
Now
it was not recognized because
merely carried its seeds. To get
across the no-man’s land these individual saboteurs had to have a passport.
Harland describes the passport, which
gave passage to the foreign culture’s
advocates, as being like a two-sided
coin. The teachings of Jesus were on
one side; the teachings of the Nomadic
Khazar (so-called Jewish) Nation were
on the other. The priests who gained
passage were the ones skilled in deftly
flipping the coin from side to side to
.
.
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make it fit the occasion.
Currently the same trick is performed-all day everyday, in the U.S.--by those
who have
control of
radio and television stations.
In current use the two-sided coin is the hyphenated word: Judaeo-Christianity.

Before Jesus, the Nomadic Khazar Nation was only a minor nuisance to the
Roman Empire.
The Nomadic Khazar
Nation became a factor of worldwide
significance
only because it was the
weather front for one culture when the
two opposing cultures met with Jesus,
“the eye of the storm”.
The whole
storm system falls within our subject.
INVENTING

GOD

Benefiting by a view that now stretches
over two thousand years, you can recognize that the opposing cultural winds
did not meet at the focal point where
Jesus was born among the Judeans
“just by accident”.
Although
the
Khazars were only a minor nuisance to
the Roman Empire,
they were the
world’s
most
pronounced
The
Khazarian
people
exemplified
the
products
of the
manipulated mass culture more clearly
than any people on earth.
Also they
advocated
the culture,
itself, more
conspicuously
than any people on
earth. They had rationall.y,and deliberately
the significant
direction of the primitive culture by inventing a “god” who
Nature.
Most current Khazars (now labeling
themseIves
as so-called
Jews) no
longer believe any such “god” exists
but, nonetheless,
their well-known objective of “victory
nature” and
their anti-Nature
“morality”,
which
they either claim was decreed by the
“god” they invented or follows logically from their atheistic communism,
remains the focal point of the tradition
that coordinates
their
According
to 4he spokesmen
for their
“god” they are a people chosen by
their “god” for the role of the world’s
They are repulsed by
manipulators.
any need for contact with Nature.
Their spokesmen tell them that their
“god” promises them that they need
have no contact with Nature, that they

can live off the milk and honey produced by other peoples.
has bred them for such complete lack
of respect for, and perception of, Nature that they remain totally blind to
the fact that their objective of “victory
over nature” would accomplish
precisely what the regressive insects have
“accomplished”.
It would push regression of the entire human species to
the point of no retum.When
the cultural storm system developed, the
of the culture diametrically
opposing
the one the Khazars had formalized
was
in Northern Europe. The
Greeks, although biological
products
of that culture, had compromised
it
while trying to rule over peoples bred
for mass manipulation.
However, they
had thirteen cities designed as samples
of Greek civilization
located around
the area where Jesus was born.
Although diluted and confused,
some
color, or breath of wind, suggesting
the existence of an alternative
to the
culture of manipulated
masses had
permeated the area.
A much keener perception
than that
usually
found among the so-called
Jews (Khazarians) was needed to sense
the color, or feel the faint breeze, and
to visualize what would happen if the
culture indicated by the faint breeze
came in full force.
The culture had
been weakened by the Greeks’ compromises but, from the same direction as
the breath of wind that hinted at an
alternative
culture’s
existence,
could
be sensed the movement that was the
whole of Nature.
The faint cultural
breath told that the culture both supported Nature and was backed by nature. The suggestion,
however faint,
that such a widely different culture did
exist would be enormously
significant
to anyone with perception
who was
caught in a squeeze play between the
advocates of two cultures fighting for
dominance--when

The Romans had power over the Khazars. The Khazars bent to Roman rule
in the open and fought it in secret.
Born among the Judeans, Jesus was
under the usual Judean pressure to side
with the Khazarians
against the Romans, but he recognized that they both
moved in the same cultural direction
and therefore,
HE WAS OPPOSED
TO
What mass manipulators
have interpreted as the “non-violence”
teachings

of Jesus was something
utterly different. Jesus advocated and practiced a
policy of
had

and

and

must
further understand that at that time the
term or label “Jesus” was not attached
to the entity at all. He was called Emmanuel, Esu etc. not Jesus. Paul later
conjured and labeled the master teacher
by that handle
after traveling
in
Greece.
If you know nothing of history and fact--how can you even know
that which you worship?--for it is often
false.
COMMANDMENT

NUMBER

ONE

This is the very reason God gives you
a first commandment of “have no other
Gods before ME”.
He is the very
essence of life itself which lives and
remains
within
each from the beginning of experience unto the ending
and beyond intg infinity--by
whatever
name you choose.
If you WORSHIP
none other, then there aren’t apt to be
errors in judgment
by the WORD
MANIPULATORS.
Esu advocated giving
cal help,
no
either side.
When

no active physito

had
the culture of manipulated masses
and
stated
its
Nature-opposing
“morality” in WORDS.
The formalized verbal statement of the culture
was something that Esu could oppose
in
He did so for about
three years.
The Khazars had
of a culture that
Nature; they had
imaginary
“god”
created the world

the clearest statement
took
actually said that the
they invented
had
and then “repented”
To one who had felt
the faint breeze of an opposing cultural
wind, and could recognize that the total flow of Nature moved in the direction of that breeze, it was clear that the
direction advocated by “the law and
the prophets”, who proclaimed an antiNature “god”, would lead all advocates
jx,
.

to inevitable

damnation.

The primitive Nature-opposing
culture
had not only been formalized, it had
also been stated in great detail by the
intricate laws of the Khazars, by their
verbose prophets, and by the numerous
examples of action in their proudly
preserved history of clever treachery.
Esu chose the contrast of speaking
against it in the simplest
possible
words.
SOVEREIGNTY,
ACCORDING
TO ESU
He talked of Nature and of the God
who clothed the lilies of the fields and
valued the smallest sparrow.
He denounced the law and the prophets and,
ignoring the imaginary Kbazar “god”
who was presented as being
to
his creations, Esu talked of a different
God who was
and Father to His
creations.
The message of Esu was
that perceptive
people would realize
they were
the Father.
He said,

” He told people they could go
against the law and that was not important, they could go against what
they called “god” and that was not
important,
but

In simple, bare, inexact human words,
there has never been a clearer statement of individual
sovereignty.
But
Esu was placed at the weather front of
masses looking for a messiah--looking
for a leader of manipulate4 masses, a
new spokesman
for the imaginary
“god” they had invented.
They
thought only of fighting t,he Roman
culture of manipulated
masses with
their
culture
of manipulated masses. Human words
were inadequate for something as important as Esu wanted to say.
When He had said all that could be
said by using inexact
He had to accept the bitter cup that
words alone do not establish a culture.
With courageous resignation He faced
the fact that, even though the people
around Him would not accept a culture
opposite to the one that was leading
them to damnation,
He could still
make a full statement to the whole
world regarding that which came from
the Holy Spirit, or Father, within Him
the

He told his disciples that
time was
approaching but that
time was yet
to come. He planned to precipitate a
battle in which they could
He said to them, “Sell your coat and
buy a sword. ”
Then in the language of Nature and
Nature’s God, He spoke. As one who
had violated no specific law of the
mass manipulators--but
as one who had
denounced
their
openly confronted the mass manipulators with full knowledge
of what
would happen.
Having publicly proclaimed the sovereignty of an individual, He placed himself so that us an
He conspicuously
stood
against the most clearly defined culture
of manipulated
masses that existed
anywhere in the world, a culture that
will tolerate no one who rejects the law
and the prophets, a culture that will
tolerate no one who obeys only the
Holy Spirit within.
Esu deliberately walked into a situation
where He foresaw that his crucifixion
would clearly show the
opposition
which
exists--unreconcilably-between the two cultures.
and
011
and

And herein I might state that this Journal could well be labeled Vol II of
THE PLEIADES
CONNECTION
for
these are the teachings of Truth without manipulation
of either culture.
These ARE the teachings of the brotherhood from afar--and furthermore
it
must, by now, make sense why it is so
important for the manipulators
to silence the Truth-Bringers.
Especially at
this time is this information
highly
dangerous to the manipulators
for you
are foundationed upon the basis of individual sovereignty
as a nation of
individual people.
The manipulators
have not yet accomplished
all necessary constraints to enslave you but are
well on their way to so-doing.
You as
individuals with ability to function as
sovereign people are all but finished
and the coming into being of the One
World Order with central government
by those who manipulate
is all but
written into history as accomplished.
Ah but remember--it
is never too late
if Man awakens even unto the eleventh
hour. He does, however, have to ba-

sically understand

his circumstance.

Crude, inexact human words do not
pass the boundaries
of different peoples and are seldom fully understood.
In the universal
language of
and Nature’s God, Esu made the most
significant and most eloquent statement
ever made to the whole human species.
The Khazars tried to ignore that statement. When they discovered that they
could not simply ignore it, they tried
to kill off everyone who tried to point
out the significance of it. The Romans
saw its significance and gave the Khazarian gangs license
to exterminate
Christians--no
more and no less.
Then one of the Khazarian butchers,
Saul of Tarsus, came up with the idea
of twisting the story backwards and
actually making it
the Khazarian culture of mass manipulation
(sorry
Paul, but know son, ye bring that
which is needed this day to the table
that we might bring these things unto
the masses of current human experience. Hold steady for all manners of
opposition
in all forms of manifestations are sent and continue to bind
you but you shall be given to prevail
and bring other Fragments into peace as
well as you bend not to the rigors and
vicissitudes
of human bombardment.
Each now takes active roles in setting
to straight the historical errors of experience and some will fail--again;
but
ones of Godly intent shall surely succeed).

-“gaz” or “to wander”, in other words,
“nomads”, and the first factual references which you will find to this group
aa “Khazars” came in a Syrian chronicle by “Zacharia Rhector”, dating from
the middle of the sixth century.
So
what can I possibly mean? I mean that
this “culture” of people were already
present and functioned
as the
even before the presence of the
one you accepted
touted as “Christ”.
So what were they called? Well, some
called them Canaanites--descendents
of
Cain the cursed.
But this interrupts
my chain of thought which I wish to
project, please--without
distraction to
another topic. You ones must realize
that this group also is represented in
your church lessons as Pharisees.
We
shall come back to this discussion at
another time--just explicitly know that
when I refer to Khazars, I speak of
those who are now self-styled,
socalled “Jews”.
The mob had demanded that the body
of Esu be crucified.
Saul conceived
the idea of crucifying the spirit. Nietzsche, describing Paul’s action in i%e
wrote: “Once more the
priestly instinct of the Jew perpetuated
the same old master crime against history--he simply struck out the yesterday and day before yesterday of Christianity and invented his own history of
Christian beginnings.
What indeed,
has not this evangelist (Paul, Saul of
Tarsus) sacrificed to hatred! Above all
the Savior, he nailed him (back) on
hang

The imaginary primitive “god” which
the Khazars had invented purportedly
demanded bloody sacrifices of the first
born and finest before he would forgive their “sins”. Everyone had heard
Esu say, “I am in the Father, and the
Many had said that
Father in me.”
Esu was claiming to be a god.
Saul
conceived the idea that people could be
to accept Esu as the son of the
the Khazars had invented, and accept his crucifixion as a
sacrifice that the
law
demanded for the salvation of all who
had not obeyed that law.
A ROSE---?
Now I hope you ones have noted that I
continue to utilize the word Khazar-but that is not actually the label appropriate. At the time of Esu the Khazars
(by that label) were still in the confines
of Europe.
Therefore you must now
look to that which “K?!IAZAR” means;,
.
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and
(who said, “I am proud to say I am a
Zionist! ” [KHAZAR /ELITIST])

a
”
saw
it as far exceeding
that made by
Socrates; it was greater in both dramatic impact and clarity of meaning.
Among
the Greeks,
people
began
making new cammitments
to the individual sovereignty that had bred them.
The seed of their own culture had been
resown.
Inevitably
there was conflict between
the two stories.
Arguments,
attempts
to derogate the opposition and attempts

to reconcile the unreconcilable,
gave
rise to an enormous amount of verbal
garbage.
A hundred years after the
crucifixion of Esu “Jesus” there were
already over a hundred sects that called
themselves Christian.
Verbal garbage is a preparation of the
ground for dogma.
Acceptance
of
dogma is acceptance of the culture of
mass manipulation.
The Roman Emperor
Constantine
recognized
the
in the
garbage of conflicting
ideas about
“Jesus”.
(I would interrupt herein to
ask my historian,
Nora--how
am I
doing? I, Hatonn, am greatly indebted
to ones who pay attention so that I
don’t err greatly in sequence of events.
I find your history tedious and mostly
unpleasant but I do effort at being accurate.)
In 314 A.D. the Emperor convened a
council of the various “Christian” sects
to study their teachings.
At a subsequent council in 325 A.D. he selected
the followers of certain doctrines for
official
approval--with
the understanding that they would either absorb
or destroy the others.
THE

PASSWORD

Basically it was the false, totally reversed twist given the story of Jesus by
the anti-Christ butcher that was made
“official Christianity”
by an Emperor
wanting docile, dogma-controlled
subjects.
However,
the most eloquent
statement
ever made regarding
the
mortal opposition
between
the two
human cultures of humans was not
easily crushed.
The significant
and
eloquent statement Esu had made in
the language of Nature and Nature’s
God persisted.
Knowing how that statement had appealed to the Greeks, the priests of
“official Christianity”
used it as a
passport of entrance to the guarded areas of individual sovereignty in Northem Europe.
To the Northern Europeans, that dramatic
statement,
upholding their own culture and condemning the culture they condemned,
made by some heroic individual
in a
foreign land was doubly acceptable.
Its eloquence
was
coupled
with
individual
heroism,
and individual
heroism had their respect no matter
where seen.
The straight story served as a passport
for the Roman priests whose purported

message was the teachings of the hero,
who
had defied the dragon
(or serpent as Esu had called the underhanded Khazarian nation) so as to
show the whole world the serpentdragon’s
opposition to the bare
existence of a sovereign
individual.
Having
gained passage,
the priests
gradually
replaced
the Christianity
based on the straight story of Esu
(Jesus) with the confusing garbage of
Paul’s anti-Christ “Christianity”.
Into
this, bit by bit, was injected the Khazarian formalized dogma for promoting
the primitive culture of mass manipulation.
The manipulated killing--by
their own
kind--of millions upon millions of the
people who had been deliberately bred
by, and for, the culture of individual
sovereignty
began when something
called
was
made the “coin of the realm”.
The manipulated
battle, between the
confused people, soon developed so
many facets that it was virtually
impossible to distinguish
friend from
foe.
The same battle is still going on
throughout the Western World at this
moment.
The trigger that precipitates
the destruction of those bred for individual sovereignty
by
is still the same twosided coin.
The mass manipulators
keep the confusion
and destruction
going as actively as their fullest efforts
can promote it.
Martin
Luther challenged
the head
manipulators
in Rome over the confusing garbage being passed out for
forced feeding.
While observing the
widespread
attempt to vomit up the
incompatible
foreign stuff that had
been
cunningly
pushed
upon
the
Northern
Europeans,
Luther became
intensely disturbed that it was not only
the formalized primitive dogma of the
so-called, self-styled Jews that caused
the problem; the flip-side of the Christian coin was also serving as a passport
for the Khazarians
(so-called
Jews)
themselves.
While enviously
admiring the clever
new forms of deception practiced by
the Catholic
Church,
the so-called
Jews were intensely aware that it was
their own system of mass manipulation
that the Church was using to bring
down those of the opposing culture.
They felt jealously possessive of the
.
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anti-Nature
“god” they had created in
their own image; they wanted to move
in and take over the power the Catholic
Church had acquired over the proud,
competent,
Nature-loving
Northern
Europeans by making them bow their
heads before the Khazarian
“god”.
The Khazarian so-called Jews were like
jackals moving in to feast on a lion’s
kill.
Luther’s violent words against
their methods and against the very existence of the so-called Jews as a people are fully understandable.
Now what happens?
It depends upon
how
many
individualists
desiring
sovereignty of person and nation there
are left.
The manipulators
have and
continue to join forces and gang up on
you--fortunately
for you, they can’t
relinquish desire to be head manipulator and this gains you some time for
action and changes.
Dharma, I apologize for such a very
long day but this is such incredibly
important
information.
Thank you,
chela, for I know that you are weary.
Have a good rest and we shall continue
on the morrow.
Good night, friends,
and keep heart for we ARE MAKING
GREAT PROGRESS--AS
LONG AS
MAN CAN REGAIN HIS “REASON”
HE CAN PREVAIL AGAINST ALL
IT IS ONLY THAT INODDS.
DIVIDUAL
MAN HAS LOST HIS
WAY. SO BE IT.
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn to clear.
Cmdr. UFF-IGFC

SUNDAY,

APRIL

7, ‘1991

Remember this day to keep it Holy. In
other words, let us be ever mindful of
God’s presence and Nature’s God and
revere and respect that which dwells
within EACH and allows this journey
into infinity.
I would ask you to send
energy and love to the ones in Peru for
they have had devastating earthquakes
along with unseasonable rains. Peru is
a country which has suffered greatly at
the tentacles of the Khazars through
your nation.
Sovereignty is a precious
gem and the moment it is left unguarded the evil thieves come forth
and steal it. At any rate, within the
past three days Peru’s coastal “rim”
fault has been badly hurt by quakes of
“great” and “major” magnitude.
The
adverse weather hampers the evacuation and your brothers suffer greatly.
Ones can only struggle so long against

the tyrants and then fall to the manipulators. There go ye, America.
Don’t worry about that which we write
that you know not, Dharma.
It is not
of your special duty nor privilege to
know all regarding the world.
It IS
your duty and that of each and every
entity to know that which goes on,
however, and witness the twisting, sishortness
of announcements,
lence,
hidden meanings
and what the manipulators
are doing and saying to
mesmerize you as a dying culture of
individual sovereigns.
It is IMPORTANT to witness HOW the dragon
devours its prey and in the massive
greed and manipulation
destroys all in
its path until it, too, cannot survive its
own evil.
There are constant bombardments
of
energy pulses against the “rim” faults
for they separate that which was a portion of Lemuria from that which has
stood through the just prior cycle of
Porearth land (above water) mass.
tions of those fragments
will move
downward by the rift and suction as
Lemuria rises again, at any rate, as old
continents are rebirthed and new continents reclaimed.
Be alert for you are
into the time of these great changes
and yet you must sense the “overall”
for you will mostly not be made aware
in correctness as things occur. Worse,
the “adversary
dragon” will always
make it appear that “God did it! ” in
order to terrify the populace and better
control them.
I honor a Professor of Biology, University of California,
Garrett Hardin:

ago
a

..
had

a

As you must be noting in the world today, there is apparently a movement in
what you called the Eastern Bloc nations to break from the bindings.
Are
they really? No, they are only warring
factions of the very same culture and it
is important
that you recognize
as
much. It is simple manipulation
of the
manipulated.
Strong men stand and
draw support and then the hapless
hordes of “me” people move like the
schools of fish in the sea. They are

not seeking true sovereignty
of self-but only “ME-ness”.
Habits from the
enslavement
have rendered
them
helpless.
This is why the thrust for
TRUTH is being focused in America-you have had a short history from freedom into slavery and some of you will
remember when freedom meant something.
There are other nations who would
join you in a moment if you can square
your own nation around and bring it
back into that which it WAS. In fact,
the whole world would follow,
in
time, for man can see that that which
he has and has had, does not work but
he needs strong leaders to show the
way. If America would stand against
the Dragon, so would the world.
So
be it.
CONFLICTS

IN AMERICA

The opposition
triggered by Luther
broke the stranglehold of the Catholic
Church on Northern Europe, but it was
not until America was being settled
that there was adequate segregation to
do something effective.
The people
coming to America had been bred for
individual
sovereignty but in a world
of manipulated
is a
prerequisite
for effective
efforts to
establish individual
sovereignty
as a
. The people have to get away
from the synthesized drug that induces
insanity; the people have to get away
from “the richness achieved by mixing
cultures”.
Governments
are the formal implements of peoples’ cultures.
Theocracy
was the government
that manipulated
masses imposed on all Northern Europeans.
The definition
of theocracy
given by Funk and Wagnall’s
is: “1. A state,
polity, or group of people that claims a
deity as its ruler, as ancient Israel after
the Exodus. (Ye gads, see--even in the
dictionary
“Israel” is again and again
misused.)
2. Government of a state by
a god, or by a priesthood claiming divine authority, as in the Papacy. ”
The synthesized drug works by blurring the distinction between theocracy
and religion.
For a thousand years the
people bred for individual sovereignty
had been publicly executed, stuffed in
dungeons, or killed on torture racks if
they did not at least give lip service to
theocracy.
Of course, the priests did
not call it “theocracy”,
they called it
“religion”.
Bare lip service, when

constantly
repeated,
is enough
to
crowd out clear thought. Even though
the people coming to America now had
the opportunity
to make choices, they
had
other than theocracy within the field of their conscious
thoughts.
The new colonies became
mostly theocracies,
differing only in
whether
the
“authoritative”
spokesman,
setting forth “laws” for
government,
made those “laws” by his
own interpretations
from the handbook
for mass manipulation
or took them
from a higher “authority” overseas.
In America, Roger Williams
set the
first milestone toward a re-established
culture of individual
sovereignty
by
establishing
a
between theocracy and religion.
He
said that people should be able to assemble and choose anyone they wanted
to conduct their
services. He
publicly proclaimed that no “authority”
higher than their choice as individuals
was required
for such action.
On
penalty of death, Williams
was forbidden to re-enter the colonies where
he had made such “blasphemous”
statements.
However, America had a
lot of uninhabited
space. A fully segregated colony that Williams
set up
prospered and grew.
The people of America had another
hundred
years of living
intimately
close to Nature before someone could
recover enough perception to write the
significant
words that Thomas Jefferson put into the Declaration of Independence.
Those words were the next
milestone
that marked the re-emergence of individual sovereignty.
The
Declaration
began by &citing
that
Nature and Nature’s God recognized
that one people were always entitled to
separate themselves from those moving
in another direction.
Continuing,
it
proclaimed that just governments
are
agreements
between individuals
who
are equally sovereign.
In the context
of the times, that was an
of all theocracies,
along
with all kings who claimed to rule “by
the grace of God”. Having openly declared their position, the signers of this
document individually
pledged to each
other their lives, their fortunes, and
their sacred honor in support of conThen, leaving human
certed action.
words behind, they went on to say
what they had to say in the language of
Nature and Nature’s God.

.
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A thousand years under a foreign culture, which proclaimed that the underhanded practices characteristic of mass
manipulation
were virtues,
created
confusion in the minds of people. The
result was failure to
against
practices that would never be tolerated
under a fully functioning
culture of
individual sovereignty.
Tolerance for
pork barrel politics, and for individual
gains by manipulators
elected to preserve public welfare, brought discredit
on the U.S. Constitution.
Many began
to say that it was not an effective step
taken toward the restoration
of individual sovereignty.
That was a discredit of the Constitution
that was
undeserved.
What was happening was
individual
for unscrupulous
individual
action.
The Constitution
was still functioning
as an implement
for
culture
of
the
individual
sovereignty.
The Constitution
was sound but there
was still some distance to go before
Although
the U.S.
full recovery.
Constitution
formally upheld individual sovereignty,
no state, exercising
the power reserved to the states, fully
re-established the original culture that
had bred the people.
With no fully
functioning example to show what can
be accomplished by weeding out mass
of the unmanipulators,
scrupulous
continued
to allow their
development.
Also a growing number
of people, who were bred for mass
manipulation and who--surreptitiously,
but actively--promoted
the culture opposed to that implemented by the Constitution,
migrated
to, and
swore allegiance to, the United States.
These saboteurs welded the unscrupulous and confused within the Govemment into a conspiratorial force.
In 1913 the whole U.S. Government
and the U.S. people were betrayed and
fell into the hands of unseen manipulators.
23, 1913
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PLEASE
TENTION
LOWING:

PAY
CAREFUL
ATAND NOTE THE FOLIn a world of open
a
a
power is
divided into specified units by a piece
of paper that can be used by an
anonymous bearer. In this form a government’s power can be transferred to
criminal conspirators or to foreign enemies. The transfer to foreign enemies
can be done either by actual transfer of
money, or by manipulating
the value
of
government’s
money
the
(government’s power) in relation to the
value of money that is the power of
other governments.
By passing the
Federal Reserve Act, the Congress
blindfolded the U.S. people insofar as
the value of their own money is concerned, and gave the power to determine the value of U.S. money into the
hands
of anonymous
international
bankers.
The blindfold has remained
tightly in place so that you could not
see the stealing of your nation and the
treasonists involved.
The control of this
great weapon
of U.S. power was delivered into the
hands of the conspiracy by
It
was the
that delivered
this
weapon of the United States to the
conspiracy
that was unconstitutional.
Duly elected officials exceeded the
power delegated to them by the U.S.
people.
Whether coined gold, coined silver, a
square foot of living space, a daily ration of food as established
for the
armed services, a bushel of wheat, or
something else is used to determine the
value of money is not the issue. It is
the
constitutional
obligation
of
Congress to determine
the effective
value of U.S. money by legislation
that is known to the people. The peo-

ple can then see what is happening and
do what needs to be done. If, for example, oil, or certain minerals that are
more abundant in other places than in
the United States, were made the unit
of value for U.S. money by Congress,
it would be immediately
apparent to
the U.S. people that Congress, as a
body, had committed an act of treason.
Then
would doubtless arrest
a.r
and try each individual member for treason.
The present condition exists only because

The determination
of the value of U.S.
money in relation to the monies of
other nations is a highly significant
That
part
of national
defense.
determination
may even be a more effective weapon than atomic bombs.
That determination
is now made by
conspirators
acting in secret.
Everyone whose allegiance
to the United
States is sincere--whose purported allegiance is not the
teur--will
demand that Congress and
only Congress determine the value of
money by
Note please, that the

Any current Congress that lets the existing condition continue can only be
viewed as a Congress controlled by
manipulators
foreign to, and enemies
of, the United
States.
Any congressman who consents to allow the
condition to continue is consenting to
an act of treason.
The 1913 date when the Conspiracy
first conspicuously
revealed the power
it had gained over the Constitutional
Government
is highly significant
in
view of what has happened since that
date.
There is abundant evidence that elected
officials of the United States, cooperating with a worldwide
conspiracy,
maneuvered
the American
people to
take up arms against their Northern
European kinsmen in World War I and
World War II. But the individual officials who cooperated with the conspiracy are now dqd, and condemning the
dead is a total waste of all effort. You
must be concerned with elected officials who TODAY allow unconstitutional “laws” passed by their predecessors to stand and

and television
constitutional.

stations

must be made

and
acy’s

a
.
You, the people of the United States,
now have the last and greatest chance
that exists anywhere on earth to win
the history-old battle against the primitive culture of manipulated masses. If
the battle is lost in the United States,
and there is nothing left but atomic
war, it will probably be much too late
to effectively support the culture of individual sovereignty.
Too many people have already been bred by, and for,
the manipulated masses.

Every day of your current lives the
presence, the power, and the intent of
an enemy in your midst, a group entity
opposed to your constitutional
govemto
ment, a group entity committed
mass manipulation,
is
in
television
programs
throughout
the
United States.
You do not need to
follow a red herring by discussing any
of the individual
programs.
YOU
,,

Every television program that has ever
gone on the air in the United States has
always been, and continues
to be,
unconstitutional.
Shocked?
Correction of this condition is more diflicult now than when obscure “laws” resulted in the Department of Commerce
licensing a few small radio stations in
the early 1920’s. But if the individual
sovereignty culture, that the U.S. set
out to revitalize, is not to be totally destroyed, the basic
of radio

Congressmen elected by the conspiracy
controlling
the media are under the
control of that conspiracy.
They do
what the conspiracy demands.
Constitutional law is bypassed by putting
on record
unconstitutional
“laws”.
The unconstitutional
“laws” are made
faster than their constitutionality
can
be tested.
And testing them is made
prohibitively
expensive.
Money--the
surreptitious weapon--has been brought
into play. The unconstitutional
“laws”
are enforced
by manipulating
bureaucracies
that give and withhold
money taken from the people.
The
blatant purpose of all this is to buy the
most votes for the conspirators.
And
the power of the conspirators
is
by anyone who
a few
seconds of broadcast time to oppose
the conspirators;
opposition
supports
the thing opposed.

.
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If the battle is lost in the United States,
may then depend on evevone playing the primitive
game of mass manipulation--and
that is
exactly what was just proven in this
Middle Eastern war. YOU PROVED,
ALL
AMERICA,
BEYOND
SHADOW OF DOUBT THAT YOU
WILL SUPPORT
ANY HEINOUS
BEING
AND
ACTION
OF THE
CONSPIRACY
AND WAVE YOUR
FLAG AND RIBBONS AND SOMEHOW BELIEVE YOU ACT IN THE
NAME OF GOODNESS AND GOD.
MURDER BY ANY NAME IS NOT
OF GOD! Any who now SF the issue
and do nothing
while there is yet
chance of change--that
may not come
again for thousands of years if at all-may find the memory of this lost opportunity
a heavy burden
to drag
through all that radio-active rubble.
AND WHY ARE THE
COSMIC HOSTS COME?
Because God would not refuse to answer the prayers of his Godly people.
YOU HAVE ASKED USTO
COME
AND GOD HAS NOT ONLY SENT
US--HE COMES WITH US! SO BE
IT. GOD WQULD NEVER LEAVE
HIS CHILDREN IN DESTRUCTION
WITHOUT
KNOWLEDGE--HE
WILL,
NOT
INHOWEVER,
TERFERE
WITH
YOUR
INDIVIDUAL SOVEREIGNTY
AND ALLOWANCE FOR ACTION OR NONACTION.
GOD IS TRUTH AND

THROUGH
ACTION
IN TRUTH-YOU MUST SET YOUR COURSE
TO STRAIGHT--OR
GO DOWN
WITH THE CRAFT.
WE COME IN
SERVICE TO YOU AS DIRECTED
BY GOD CREATOR WHO HAS RESPONDED
TO YOUR CRY FOR
HELP--NO
MORE AND NO LESS!
DO NOT EXPECT US TO INTERFERE AND DO IT FOR YOU FOR
WE SHALL NOT!
YOUR CONSTITUTIONAL
GOVERNMENT
BE RESTORED
But, wow, is there ever a difficulty!
there is only
one way to restore your constitutional
Government.
CONGRESS--NO
ONE
ELSE CAN DO IT--MUST
PASS A
BILL SEPARATING
THE MOUNTAIN
OF UNCONSTITUTIONAL
“LAWS ‘I, THAT
ARE TOO NUMEROUS
TO
BE TESTED
IN
BOGGED DOWN COURTS, FROM
THE REAL LAWS THE CONGRESS
HAD THE CONSTITUTIONAL
AUTHORITY TO ENACT.
Without upsetting the day to day function of the
bureaus that now exist in mind-numbing profusion,
until
they can be
considered
individually,
this can be
done with one vote on one bill.
The
precise action required is spelled out in
detail, with proposed
workings,
in
bound
with
by Melvin Gorham, in
by John Harland, and
in
which is the
openly published strategy of the Individual
Sovereignty
Society
for
restoring Constitutional
Government.
The difficulty is that the enemy who
controls the value of U.S. money also
controls the media. And the media intimidates--and
virtually
controls-Congress.
Despite the fact that there is no alternative other than bloody revolution,
a
Ah ha, and it
goes
both
directions--as
mandates
come from You-the-People
that further
your enslavement
rather than reduce
the bindings.
Since money is the fuel
the dragon with energy
you-the-people
must
supplying fuel and then
control and manipulation

that supplies
and control,
simply
stop
the system of
will have to

show its treacherous
face for that
which it is. You do not function on
“money”,
you function
on “credit”
through the beast itself.
Stop feeding
Congress with your tax robbings and
refuse to cooperate in anything unlawful through your Constitution and they
will depart Washington like the swarm
of bees when the honey and pollen is
removed.

President

is obligated

to
over radio and
TV until an amendment, restoring freeabolishes
the
dom
of
speech,
unconstitutional
censorship
now blatantly practiced by the conspiracy of
mass manipulators.

If, however, you wait until you have
demanded they disarm you--it is over,
for that is the only thing which slows
them at all--your ability to rise against
them. Remove your ability to defend
selves and kiss freedom good-by and
enjoy the tyranny of the Khazar Conspirators for you will have only the
time of the death march to ponder it.
Those who have unconstitutional
control of the media, will, of course, resist the restoration of your Constitutional Government
with all the tricks
they have learned over the last sixty
years. They already outshout, actively
derogate, and impose full censorship
on all who oppose them.
The conspiracy of mass manipulators
imposes
full censorship on every United States
citizen, on the U.S. Congress, and on
the President
of the United States.
Don’t expect the lawyers and judges to
be on your side, either--for they have
had generations of training at the hands
of the conspirators.
Even with the legal case involving
my scribe,
the
lawyers
suggest
settling
ON THE
TERMS OF THE RTC AND THE S
c(r L JUST TO STOP THE ACTIONS.
Well, my people are weary and battered and it is hard to go on.
One
honorable
judge
has stepped down
from the bench because he is biased in
favor of my people--I honor him for
the effort is to bring JUSTICE BACK
WITHIN THE COURT.
How will it
turn out? It depends upon how much
you ones are willing to back truth and
justice!
The President is the only
who has the constitutional
power for
effective action to correct this condition, and I beg you to look at your
President and check out his actions--he
tells you right off that HE IS OUT TO
PRODUCE A NEW WORLD ORDER
UNDER
THE
CONSPIRATOR’S
CONTROL
IF HE HAS TO KILL
OFF THE WHOLE LOT OF YOU
CITIZENS.
In order to fulfill his oath
to defend the Constitution (which Bush
stated right on the tampered Bible in
front of the television cameras), the
.
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THE CONSPIRACY
OF MASS MANIPULATORS
IMPOSES
FULL
CENSORSHIP ON EVERY U.S. CITIZEN, ON THE U.S. CONGRESS,
ALL AT THE HANDS, THIS TIME,
OF THE PRESIDENT HIMSELF.
If not stopped, the conspirators
will
soon have enough power to replace
your present Constitution
with one of
their own which is already printed and
ready--we
have presented
it to you
along with all background
regarding
redistribution
of the states, etc. The
conspiracy’s
constitution
will implement FULL DESTRUCTION
OF THE
INDIVIDUAL
SOVEREIGNTY.
The
stranglehold
has existed with increasing force by leaps and bounds until, at
present, you no longer function as under the true Constitution
at all. Time
for breaking this movement js fast running out.
URGENCY
FOR ACTION-TOO GREAT TO Em
Do
you
act
not

not underestimate
your enemy.
If
are to change this thing you must
appropriately--banner
waving will
do it.

The present day media--already
under
full control of the enemy--is the most
effective tool for manipulating
masses
that ever existed. Within the U.S., the
media now makes a shameful farce of
truth.

know the power of the media.
They
know it would be useless to oppose-by unsupported
individual
action--the
enemy that has the media under tight
control.
They know they would face a
media smear as individuals,
be removed from office, and possibly be replaced by someone who was an actual
enemy of the present Constitution.

100
435
535

535

A few of these ARE ACTUAL ENEMIES
OF
THE
U.S.
CONSTITUTION
AND WILL,
IN FACT,
STAND
SQUARELY
ON
THE
FOUNDATION
OF SUCH THINGS
AS “ISRAEL FIRST”--THIS
IDENTIFIES THE ENEMY.
THERE ARE
OTHER
IDENTIFICATION
MEASURES BUT THAT
ONE IS A
GOOD START
FOR IT IS THE
KHAZAR
ELITE
CONSPIRATORS
WHO ARE BEHIND
THE FULL
ACTION.
However, a substantial majority will doubtless show themselves
to be good Americans when the chips
are down for they, too, are “we-thepeople” and they have been worse manipulated than have you.
They do
nothing now because they are knowledgeable, pragmatic politicians.
They
were elected with media help and they

The enemy has control of the media
but Congress can be shown that real
flesh and blood people are more powerful than shadows on TV screens.
The undercover
manipulators
control
printed words and shadows on
screens--and
publicly demonstrate
for
piecemeal causes--but they do not yet
have enough power to face the BIG ISSUE
OF
CONSTITUTIONAL
GOVERNMENT.
IT IS NOW VERY
CLOSE TO BEING THAT
POWERFUL FOR YOU WERE TESTED,
AND FLUNKED,
IN THIS MIDDLE
EAST/IRAQ
FIASCO
OF BULLDOZING
INSANITY--AND
YOU
BIT THE
HOOK,
SWALLOWED
THE
SINKER
AND
ARE NOW
STRANGLED
ON THE
POISON
BAIT WITHIN
THE FISH
YOU
“THINK” YOU CAUGHT!
DO YOU
ACTUALLY
THINK YOUR
ERNMENT
GIVES
ABOUT THE KURDS?
NO, THEY
WILL
GIVE
MORE
OF YOUR
MONEY
AWAY
MAKING
A
FARCE OF FEEDING
THE HUNGRY
AND
CLOTHING
THE
FREEZING.
THEY ARE SHOWING
YOU EXACTLY WHAT THEY ARE
DOING AND LAUGHING
AT YOUTHE-PEOPLE
WHILE THEY
AND ALLOW IT WHILE YELLING
“HAIL BUSH”.
YOU ARE ACTUALLY
PUSHING
YOUR
OWN
FREEDOM
AWAY,
DEMANDING
ENSLAVEMENT
BY KISSINGER,
THE
PRESIDENTIAL
TRAITORS
OF ONES SUCH AS SCOWCROFT,
EAGLEBERGER
AND THE CFR,
TRILATERAL
COMMISSION,
SKULL
AND
BONES
SOCIETY,
CLUB OF ROME AND THE OVERALL
MANAGEMENT
OF
THE
KHAZAR
ELITE
CONSPIRATORS
OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER-GLOBAL PLAN 2000/ONE WORLD
GOVERNMENT--RUN
BY THOSE
SAME CONSPIRATORS
WITH POLICE FORCE INTACT
AT YOUR
EXPENSE
TO KEEP
YOU
ENSLAVED.
If you as a nation and people act immediately, they are not ready to face
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the flesh and blood reality--quite
yet.
Don’t be fooled--there
are plenty of
you who want action and to stop this
thing--it only APPEARS you are outnumbered--there
are well less than 3 %
of your population
who are the controllers.
They make sure, constantly,
that you know not otherwise.
Friends, there are millions of students
of high schools and college campuses
who don’t like what they see happening in the U.S. and they ARE your
future.
There are millions of “blue
collar” workers who don’t like what
they see happening in the U.S. There
are millions in all fields who have been
watching
Jerry Falwell-type
shows
who publicly announce they are neither
for Nature’s God nor for you-the-people--they
announce
openly over and
over that they are “proud to say they
are ‘ZIONISTS”’
with full meaning of
first support to the so-called Israel and
New World Order.
They say it right
to you on the controlled media and you
bow and hallelujah,
shout “praise the
Lord” (not realizing it is THE lord of
darkness), send your cards, letters and
millions
in contribution
dollars--and
await “their” projected
RAPTURE!
YOU EVEN MISS THE TWO-BYFOUR ACROSS THE HEAD, YOU
ARE SO DEEPLY ANESTHETIZED.
This type of “preaching” and misguidance is called “Judaeo-Christianity”,
two totally and mutually exclusive, diabolically opposing terms. All are not
misled by the BS and blatant lies and
don’t like what they see happening in
the U.S. There are millions of REAL
people
of
ALL
Christ-oriented
NON-FAdTHS,
SOCALLED PAGANS
OF NATURE’S
GOD FORCES AND SO ON, WHO
DO NOT LIKE WHAT THEY SEE
HAPPENING
TO
THEMSELVES
AND THE UNITED STATES.
Some groups, that stand watching the
enemy constantly extending its beachhead without opposition,
are already
preparing for the time when the enemy
feels strong enough to violate the second amendment
and TAKE AWAY
THE RIGHT OF AMERICANS
TO
DEFEND
THEIR LAST REMAINING
VESTIGE
OF
FREEDOM.
SELF-DEFERSE
IS
JUSTIFIED,
BUT IT IS FOOLISH
TO WAIT FOR THE ENEMY TO
CHOOSE THE TIME AND PLACE
FOR BATTLE.
The
#5

strategy

of

the

Individual

Sovereignty
Society (ISS) is to ACT
NOW--while
is still in
any way possible.
The
Constitution
proclaims
“the right of
the people peaceably to assemble, and
to petition the government
for redress
of grievances”.
The single, all encompassing, petition of the ISS has already
been published.
All that is left is for
the flesh and blood petitioners, and all
who agree with them, to assemble and
that the stated action be taken
by 535 flesh and blood members of
Congress.
The ISS is just one of the
larger groups united to DO SOMETHING.
It is presently
sponsored
most effectively by a group recognized
as the Valorian Society, the American
Christian Church, and the PERCEPTIVE Baptist Church. It is rapidly increasing in membership
and getting
additional sponsors.
It is readying a
peaceable assembly -- again -- of flesh
and blood people for a face to face
meeting with the 535 flesh and blood
people who are in a position to take effective actions.
The group would,
under the Constitution,
be a group
of non-manipulated mass. They would be acting
as sovereign individuals who know exactly what they want, why they want
it, how badly they want it, and how to
get it. But they must be supported and
energy of presence poured in. The intent of the conspiracy is to strip you of
funds, ability to travel and congregate,
and divide and keep you conquered.
How many of you realize that there is
a present thrust to do away with all
private aircraft?
There is already a
cessation of all manufacture
of new
private small craft. Why do you think
there is this new thing of crashing
planes with notables aboard?
They
will soon shut down all flights of private aircraft of non-Elite
to PROVE
they are dangerous and the government
is “protecting” you-the-people.
If you
are isolated from one another and the
media is completely controlled and the
phones continue to terminate in tapped
computers
as is Dharma’s--you
are
trapped into segments unable to reach
out to one another.
It is all but finished,
brothers--not
just
a distant
“dream” of some sort.
Well, how do you get in touch with
this ISS?
Through
a press called
“SOVEREIGN PRESS” located, if not
changed, at 326 Harris Rd., Rochester,
Washington 98579. And then, there is
the Liberty Lobby as already given

unto you--these places can give you information
as to who and where to
make contact.
Don’t try to re-invent
the wheel--join with those already using the wheel effectively.
This
group
in my joint
service,
through America West are in the process of beginning
to join with other
seminar groups and patriots and also
set up group meetings about the country. A seminar organizer of great talent moved to this area day before yesterday and until settled I shall refrain
from sharing information
further than
that.
But know that our people are
moving
into
action--and
brothers,
when God decides to move into action-watch the feathers begin to fly from
the buzzards and chickens who have
cornered the coops. The Eagle and the
Phoenix take back seat to NO ONE
OR NO THING!
The THUNDERBIRD TRIBES, alone, could pull it off
if they would but pull as a unit--but so
much better if you join hands and form
a solid wall of strength and stand tall
and unbending.
You do not have to
“fight”, all you must do is stand unified for TRUTH and you cannot be
stopped.
But you must form the
“army” in service to Holy God lest ye
only replace the vile with that which is
even more vile. Do not settle for war
between ones in the
manipulative
culture--DEMAND
A RETURN
TO
THE
SOVEREIGN
RIGHTS
OF
INDIVIDUALS
UNDER GOD-CULTURE.
YOU ACHIEVE SUCCESS
THROUGH
OPEN
TRUTH
AND
NOT THROUGH
DECEIT.
YOU
UNCOVER THE DECEIT OF THE
ADVERSARIES
AND GREED AND
CRIMINAL
ACTIONS
OF YOUR
ELECTED
LEADERS
AND YOU
COMMAND
AND DEMAND
RETURN
UNTO
YOUR
CONSTITUTIONAL -*
LAW’
This means that you straighten your
backbones and stop sending your voluntary contributions
to evil. Hold that
which is rightfully
yours--m
your
control for there are now millions who
will stand with you. It is the time of
the year for the boom to fall and the
media fear projections
regarding
income taxes--HOLD
YOUR MONEY
AND STOP PLAYING
INTO THE
UNCONSTITUTIONAL
CRIMINAL
ROBBERY
FORCED
UPON
YOU
WHO ARE NOT EVEN ELIGIBLE
FOR THE CONFOUNDED
RULES
AND POLICE FORCE.
GET INFORMED,
IF NOTHING
ELSE-STUDY
THE
JOURNALS
AND
-;
.
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THEN
STOP
FEEDING
THE
BEAST. IT IS NOT A “WAR”; IT IS
PASSIVE REFUSAL TO CONTINUE
THE LIE. DO SOMETHING
WORTHY OF BEING CALLED GREAT
AND GODLY--STEP
BY STEP WE
WIN THE BATTLE
AND THEN
THE WAR AND THEN FREEDOM
AND JUSTICE THROUGH TRUTH--

I await your reply,
Gyeorgos C. Hatonn, Cmdr.
United Federation Fleet
Inter-Galactic Fleet Command
I SERVE
GOD OF NATURE/CREATION
OF
THE
LIGHTED
TRUTH.
YE HAVE
CALLED ME, WHAT NOW SHALL
YE HAVE ME DO? I SHALL NOT
DO
IT
FOR
THEE--I
STAND
READY
TO
ASSIST
IN
ANY
OTHER MANNER IF IN THE SERVICE OF HOLY GOD IN TRUTH.
SALU.
********
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THE ANTI-CHRIST
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. . ..AND THEY WERE LIARS
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By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
In this book Hatonn brings us up to the
minute on world events, but more importantly he gives us the
history of the diabolical masterminds that
have led the world into all of its major
problems and most of its minor problems, for their own selfish and greedy
*
aims.
We
these
their

are

also

given the actions we
if we are going to stop
well-organized
groups
from
together the final pieces of

Hatonn especially stresses the history
of the Khazars, Judeans and the Jews
and how the Khazars
have labeled
themselves as Zionists and Jews to deceive our &met and to take total control of it- in the
ANTI-CHRIST,
and how knowing
and exnosmg these forces can nreserve
freedom for\11 of mankind.
*
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HATONN:
The subject of this Journal is an ongoing outlaying
of that which has
you--it
is
come
upon
our
“commission” given forth by God Creator and our commitment
unto Him
and that unto Creation
to set the
records to straight so that the truth is
known in the final days.
But oh,
blessed brothers--it
needs not be the
“final days” for that is the BIGGEST
LIE OF ALL AGAINST
YOU DECEIVED ONES OF INNOCENCE-YE WHO HAVE TRIED TO FOLLOW THAT
WHICH
YOU PERCEIVED
AND
ACCEPTED
AS
TRUTH FROM YOUR TEACHERS
AND
LEADERS--HOW
COULD
YOU KNOW THAT THEY WERE
EVIL
DISINFORMED
FROM
SOURCES?
MAY GOD GIVE HELP
TO ALLOW
YOUR
VISION
TO
CLEAR THAT WE MIGHT WALK
TOGETHER
IN TURNING
ABOUT
THIS
BEAST
AND
CLEAR
IT
FROM THE LANDS. AHO!
ATON*
A
.
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Money
is not only a medium
of
exchange, but is a standard of value.
Nothing can be such standard which
has not intrinsic value, or which is
subject to frequent changes in value.”
-Justice Fields (1883)

ARTICLE 1 SECT. 10: “No’State shall
coin Money; emit Bills of Credit
(paper money); make any THING but
gold and silver Coin a Tender in
Payment of Debts. ”
ARTICLE 1 SECT. 10: :T’he Congress
shall have the power . . . To coin
Money, regulate the Value thereof.”
Our Forefathers intended Money to be
gold and silver Coin INSTEAD
OF
PAPER because paper is inherently
disastrous,
easily printed ‘and issued
fraudulently.
“The final batrle for FREEDOM AND
CHRISTIANITY
will be over the
MONEY PROBLEM, and until that is
sovled there can be no true application
-Dan Pilla, Sr.
of Christianity. ”
(1990)
TRUTH
#5

WILL

SET YOU

FREE

